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forced the Senate and patricians to draw up and publish a code
of civil law—the Twelve Tables—about 450 B. a ; and next
the law of Canuleius (about 445 b. c.) repealed the ban, half-
political and half-religious, which forbade marriages between
patricians and plebeians. And lastly the place of the two
consuls was taken for a time by six military tribunes, some of
whom were elected from, among the plebeians.
The Gallic invasion made it clear that radical reforms
must be made in military organization, and that a national
army must be created to take the place, once for all, of the
purely patrician force which had been sufficient for the kings
and the infant republic. Tradition connects this creation of
a citizen army, and also the erection of the first stone walls,
with the name of the king, Servius Tullius. According to
this new system, the plebeians were included in the body of
fully qualified Roman citizens, and ceased to be citizens of
an inferior kind. On the other hand, all these new citizens, if
they owned land within the limits of the Roman state, were
bound, between the ages of seventeen and sixty-five, to answer
the summons of the consul and join the ranks of the citizen
army, which was generally divided into four regiments called
legiones. The summons itself was originally called classis ; but
the meaning of the word gradually changed, becoming equiva-
lent to ' division *, and then to ' class * in our sense of the word.
The first ' summons' or class contained those citizens who
were rich enough to buy a complete suit of metal armour ; and
the richest among these appeared at the summons with two
horses and formed divisions of heavy cavalry. The poorer
citizens of the four remaining classes appeared in less complete
and less costly accoutrements. Craftsmen formed separate
divisions and were assigned to the second class. Others who
possessed no land were excluded from the classes ; as proletarii
these were distinguished from the assidui or * settled men ';
but they also were obliged to serve in the train of the army.
The popular assembly consisted of all citizens who served
in the army. It was divided into 193 centuries (centuriae);
it elected the consuls, passed laws, decided questions of war
or peace, and acquitted or condemned citizens tried on capital
charges. The new constitution greatly increased the military
strength of Rome ; but its introduction forced the old patrician
families to resign their political supremacy, and thus opened
up to the plebeians great opportunities for acquiring allot-

